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     Introduction 

  Despite a period of steady investment in the education sector, the Macedonian media and public 

were recently shocked by a single piece of evidence that raised suspicion about the effectiveness of 

the policy carried out by the Ministry of Education. Namely, according to the PISA 2015 testing data, 

about two thirds of Macedonian 15 year old students performed below basic proficiency in all three 

subjects (science, mathematics and reading) tested by PISA
1
. Moreover, The World Bank report 

claims that despite having the highest investment in education in the region
2
 , the quality of the 

education process is in decline which is also evident from the comparison of the PISA 2000 and 2015 

results.  

Тo put things in context, high scores on PISA are mainly considered as a good indicator of quality 

education, primarily because the assessments take into consideration skills and knowledge that are 

relevant for economic growth (Kirsch et al 2013, Bybee 2008, Bybee & McCrae 2011, Nentwig et al 

2009). In other words, the skills tested in PISA are translated to economic competencies i.e. 

competencies that one needs to have in order to succeed in the modern knowledge-based economy. 

That is why education policy makers generally use PISA (or other ILSAs) as an indicator but 

nonetheless are always uncertain about the how to act on it i.e. how to adjust the national education 

system to the standards ‘imposed’ by PISA. Unfortunately, the academic debate is still not clear on 

the ‘recipe’ for achieving education suitable for PISA established benchmarks. Is it clear however, 

that simply raising the quantity of education through increasing the primary and secondary enrollment 

rates is not enough, despite its obvious benefits empirically tested in Barro & Lee (1993), Romer 

(1990) and Mankiw (1992). Recent literature (Hanushek 2013, Hanushek & Kimko 2000) shows 

evidence on the stock of human capital being dependent of the quality of the schools, with indicative 

evidence that higher scores on international testing such as PISA are positively associated with some 

employment sectors important for the growth of the overall economy (Hanushek & Kimko 2000, 

Murnane et al. 2001, Cheung & Chan 2008). A couple of analysis found that achievements, measured 

on tests similar to PISA have a clear positive impact on individual productivity and earnings 

(Hanushek & Woessmann 2008, Murnane et al 2000, Mulligan 1999). However, analyzing 

specifically the education policy and growth, it is clear that there are no ‘one shoe fits all’ solutions 

i.e. country-specific strategies are needed for addressing the country-specific constraints. 

With this in mind, the aim of this paper is straightforward; with PISA scores as a common proxy for 

the quality of the national human capital, the main question is how to craft a policy which will 

improve the quality of the education system, thus enabling it to provide skills and knowledge 

favorable to the globalized economic system. The analysis presented below can offer some insights in 

this regard, drawing an example(s) from the existing literature and contextualizing the lessons in the 

case of Macedonia, thus providing a general, policy-advising conclusion on how Macedonian 

education should be guided towards the path of improvement. 

   A call for reversing the standard input based education policies 

  Following the global trend of increasing public investment in education (OECD 2017) a lot a policy 

makers were left scratching their heads after the students’ performance on international assessments 

was unchanged or even worsened in some cases such us Macedonia. The quest to improve the quality 

of the education system revealed only one thing- the tendency of government policy to typically move 
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to what is thought to be the next best thing (Hanushek 2003) is often fruitless. This does not mean that 

providing additional resources to schools doesn’t matter per se, only that the returns to this kind of 

investment are often smaller than expected if not nil. The disappointing results of the past generally 

reflect pursuing of policies for which there is little empirical support, the current policy in Macedonia 

being one of the examples. Namely, Macedonian education policy is based on resource inputs such as 

raising the expenditure per student, resulting in smaller classes and/or equipping the classrooms with 

ICT technologies
3
. Over the decade, the policy was mainly aimed at increasing primary and secondary 

school enrollment rates
4
, with the ultimate goal of higher levels of school attainment which the 

empirical evidence finds beneficial (Barro & Lee 2001). Nonetheless, the recent student assessment 

(PISA 2015) has shown than there is a decline in the education outcomes, proving that it is not 

appropriate to presume that any spending on schools is a productive investment. Combing through a 

vast quantity of empirical research, one might notice that apart from the quality of instructional 

material and the teaching personnel (Hanushek & Woessmann 2017), there is little sound evidence 

that any of the typically used, quantitative school inputs such as reducing the class size (pupil-teacher 

ratio), the characteristics of administration, or the facilities of the school increases the performance of 

the students (Hanushek & Woesmann 2007). 

It turns out that it is not the money that matter the most, but incentives. Usually there is a rhetoric 

following certain policy goal, and the lack of measurements leaves a situation where the investment is 

continued mostly because of wishful thinking. For example, the arguments for cutting down class 

sizes usually are permitting more individualized instruction, allowing improved class room 

interactions, cutting down on pupil disruption etc. Yet, a vast amount of consistent work from 

Hanushek (2003, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2017) shows that this is simply not true. Instead, it is necessary to 

focus more on the factors that can be measured and thus proven effective. The two factors that more 

frequently appear to positively influence student outcomes are teacher experience and measures of 

teacher achievement tests (Hanushek & Woessmann 2007). Both of these factors emphasize 

incentives not quantitate inputs; From a policy perspective, this means that monitoring mechanism 

should be favorable for the performance, exercising pressure to all stakeholders to work responsibly.   

Moreover, the current system is not capable of concluding precisely what Macedonian students lack in 

terms of knowledge and/or skills. No mechanism exists to support educators and students with real-

time information about the current health of the system or provide feedback about the performance of 

its student. Education investment policy may seem unmethodical if the policy makers do not know the 

flaws that are apparent in their education system. A proper analysis of how students acquire their 

skills and knowledge i.e. decomposing the chain of learning in the existent system is what needs to be 

done if one desires to construct an educational policy suitable for the standards imposed by the 

knowledge economy. 

    Students assessments as a monitoring mechanism 

  From what was previously stated, it is not surprising that adding resources does not always translate 

into results, because the link between aspiration (for achievements) and motivation (incentives) is 

nonexistent, thus rendering policy virtually inept to dictate quality. Economists knew a long ago that 

accountability increases incentives, hence every structure, be it political or socio-economical has 
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making this investment controversial both financially and politically.   
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established its own monitoring structure. One way to make the education system accountable is to 

impose a monitoring standard that can provide information about the level of student learning and 

compare the results with previously stated standards. This was the idea behind the external 

examination, a nation-wide compulsory examination of students in all subject areas, administered by 

the National Examination Centre in Macedonia. External exit exam systems are a device to increase 

accountability in the school system that has been repeatedly shown to be related to better student 

achievement
5
 (Bishop et al 2006, Hanushek & Woessmann 2012, Woessmann 2001). After the 

termination of external examination in June 2017
6
, the only nation-wide testing is the State Matura (in 

many countries known as Matriculation Examination) that assesses students only in 2 compulsory 

(mother tongue and foreign language or mathematics) and 2 optional
7
 subjects. However, the results 

were not used to evaluate the impact on learning or monitor the students’ performance as was initially 

expected from the external examination. The State Matura is required for enrolling in a university and 

the grade acquired can influence the chance of getting enrolled, meaning that the incentives for 

students are there. However, the State Matura as a mechanism for quality monitoring lacks two 

fundamental pillars of student assessments: 1) incentives for teachers and school administration and 2) 

the design is framed not to test learning itself but knowledge, translated into memorizing hard facts 

and recalling them during the exam.   

The idea of the external examination is establishing a large scale, system-level monitoring structure 

that can provide reliable comparative information about school effectiveness. The concept included 

testing in all subjects, therefore providing comprehensive information about the quality of every 

component of the educational system; teachers, students, education materials and school 

administration. This information is further used for improvement, knowing what students/teachers or 

school administration lacks in terms of quality. A subsequent study of the results gained from the 

external testing can contribute to the knowledge base on educational effectiveness, observing patterns 

of relationships between inputs, processes, and outcomes of education.  

The concept of national external examination very closely resembles those of International Large 

Scale Assessments (ILSAs) such as PISA. This resemblance is where one needs to look in order to 

understand the need of student assessment. The information acquired from ILSAs or external testing 

allows for decomposition on the student performance on three levels: individual, school and system. 

With this data, a student assessment offers indicators that monitor the functioning, productivity, and 

equity of education systems and knowledge on factors that determine their effectiveness (Braun 

2013). In other words, these assessments provide unique data about what works and what not, and the 

impact of these factors on economic or social outcomes. The central difference is that the external 

testing is usually done every year, which enables policy makers to keep track of the educational 

system more frequently and include some data which are more country specific. In comparison, PISA 

is done every three years which means that policy makers could use it as a benchmark, a preparation 

of the national system to keep pace with the PISA requirements. Hence, the triennial PISA results 

could serve as a standard to evaluate whether the education system reforms done in the previous three 

years had been successful. Nonetheless, the external examination must be conceptualized in a way 

that will produce clear policy intentions which will ease its implementation. A swift adoption of the 

examination by the general public will enable further improvements regarding its purposes; for 
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 For individual positive effects on student learning see Bishop 2006, Holme et al 2010 
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example ensuring the quality of the de-regulated system where for-profit institutions (i.e. private 

schools) enter the market and lessen the growing skepticism about the overall quality of the education 

system. 

   Conceptualizing the idea of external testing 

  Even though the concept of external examination had its obvious benefits, the criticism
8
 aimed at its 

implementation in the case of FYR Macedonia had not been wrong either. Nonetheless, policy makers 

need to understand that bad implementation does not mean that the external examination is ill-

conceived and as such should be repealed. Big lesson is to be learned by the model of the previously 

implemented testing and the improvements need to be taken specifically in those areas. The external 

testing in Macedonia had been more of a sanction than evaluate & correct mechanism
9
. The law that 

enacted the external testing in Macedonia had imposed fines
10

 for the teaching staff if there is a 

difference between the grade given by the professor and the grade that the student achieved on the 

external examination. In this model, the responsibility for the student performance was only 

burdening the teacher, without taking into consideration the other factors that determine leaning 

outcomes such as learning materials, curriculum or school administration. Moreover, the grade from 

the external testing was included in the diploma that the student receives, thereby included in the 

overall score of the student. This may have influence on incentives positively by holding students and 

teachers accountable (Bishop 1997, Bishop 2006, Woessmann 2001), but what was missing is the 

evaluation done with the information taken from the exam. The low results or the grade deviations 

may have been due to bad educational materials or to an inappropriately constructed school 

curriculum, not necessary because of bad teaching staff or unmotivated students. Instead of analysis 

that could get to the root of the problem and act on it, the examination in the case of FYR Macedonia 

had been rather used for pointing a finger at someone. Aside the obvious shortfall of the policy, this 

also created some political problems with the implementation since everyone would pay the price for 

the problems in the education system, except the policy makers. Excerpt from the SABER Country 

Report made in 2012, the year when the external examination was formally launched summarizes: 

    While policymakers strongly support the External Assessment, educators, students, and parents, as 

well as some donors, oppose it. Stakeholders have challenged the validity of the External Assessment 

given its intended use, and expressed concern that its high stakes nature, as well as the format of the 

assessment instrument (only multiple-choice items), will result in teaching to the test. (Saber Country 

Report 2012) 

Furthermore, the external testing had the same problem as the State Matura; testing knowledge instead 

of learning. In this case, even the National Examination Centre published the questions on their own 

website, which caused students to learn to recall memorized facts instead of learning how to apply a 

specific knowledge in a certain situation. Lastly, there was no mechanism
11

 in place to ensure that the 
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external assessment is used in a way that is consistent with its intended purposes and technical 

characteristics, or to monitor its consequences. 

However, the system of external examination as a monitoring procedure has a long tradition of usage 

(Silver et al 2005) and enjoys a considerable trust in those institutions it has been found (Hannan & 

Silver 2004, Brandt & Stensaker 2005). The potential of the mechanism lies specifically in the 

methodology used for data collection and analysis. For example, external examination is a more direct 

approach providing the examiners with possibilities for direct observations and close involvement in 

processes directly related to teaching and learning (Stensaker 2008). Given the current policy interest 

in school performance measured through learning outcomes and the qualifications of graduates, 

external examination serves as a tool for analyzing the impact education has on the students. 

Moreover, since external examination increases transparency, school staff would be induced to give 

enhanced learning higher priority. Teachers will assign more homework and parents will demand 

better science labs and more rigorous teaching. School administrators will be pressured to increase the 

time devoted to examination subjects and hire more qualified teachers. (Bishop 1998). Overall, the 

policy tools used for evaluation can produce results which by itself will pressurize the policy towards 

improvement. 

Correcting the aforementioned issues should put the external examination back on the right path. It is 

important for policy makers to remember that the pitfalls of the implementation does not eliminate or 

diminish the benefits of the policy itself. It is clear how the above explained problems created political 

difficulty that ultimately lead to termination of the external examination policy.  The lesson learned is 

thus straightforward; the introduction of the newly reformed external examination, with clearly policy 

stated goals, should be relatively easy from political perspective. The newly established goal should 

be centered around the idea of performance-tracking and evaluation tool, with the clear aim of 

achieving better results on PISA. If the policy takes the assumption that PISA scores are an indicator 

for economic competencies, than national scale, yearly assessment should be conducive to equipping 

the youth with economic competencies through preparing the education system for better results on 

the international assessments. 

  Concluding Remarks 

  Bad implementation does not mean that a concept is completely wrong. By itself, external 

examination is an excellent tool for keeping track of performance while also introducing a form of 

accountability which is favorable for incentives. When asking how education policies in developing 

countries can create the competencies and learning achievements required for their citizens to prosper 

in the labor market, the binding constraint seems to be institutional reforms, not resource expansions 

within the current institutional systems. For educational investments to translate into student learning, 

all the people involved in the education process have to face the right incentives that make them act in 

ways that advance student performance. With PISA scores as a benchmark for quality education 

system, the aim is to introduce reforms that will ensure the progress on the PISA country scoreboard 

i.e. reforms that will guide the overall system to produce comparable results with other countries. The 

implicit goal is not PISA by itself, but developing competencies conducive to the newly globalized 

knowledge economy. The purpose of this paper was to present a conclusion on the correct policy 

mechanism, hoping to at least spark a discussion in the academic or policy making circles. A deeper 

analysis however is in order. Drawing from the general idea of this paper, a clear guide of what works 

and what not is presented, a useful start for adjusting the education to performance-orientation and 

effectiveness.  
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